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Abstract
Inspired by a work of Hislop and Klopp, we prove precise Wegner estimates for
three classes of Schrödinger operators, including Pauli Hamiltonians, with random
magnetic fields. The support of the site vector potentials may be noncompact
(long-range type random perturbation) and, for one class of the operators, the
random vector potentials may be unbounded. In particular Gaussian random fields
are also treated. Wegner estimates with correct volume dependence are applied to
show Hölder estimates of the densities of states. We give also upper bounds on the
infimum of the spectrum to show the existence of the Anderson localization near
the infimum.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following three types of random Schrödinger oper-
ators with magnetic fields:
H! = (ir + A(x) + A!(x))2,(1.1)
H!,g =

(ir + A!(x))2   g
2
B!(x)



(ir + A!(x))2 + g
2
B!(x)

(1.2)
and
(1.3) H!,# = (ir + A(x) + A!(x))2 + v# (x)jA!(x)j2,
where ,  > 0, g > 2, A(x) is an R2-valued smooth function, A!(x) is an R2-valued
alloy type random vector potential
P
a2Z2 !(a)u(x   a) on R2, B!(x) = 1 A!2 (x)  
2 A!1 (x), and v# (x) is a real random field independent of A!(x) defined by a parti-
tion of unity. The operators H! and H!,# are defined on L2(R2), and the operator
H!,g is defined on L2(R2) L2(R2). For the details, see Sections 2, 3 and 4 below.
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In those sections, these operators are defined in general dimensional settings and we
treat these general dimensional settings. We prove Wegner type estimates for these
operators and apply them to obtain Hölder estimates of the integrated densities of states
and to prove the Anderson localization.
The operator H! is the Schrödinger operator with magnetic field B!. For this
operator, Hislop and Klopp [12] gave a Wegner type estimate and state that this esti-
mate is applied to prove the Anderson localization. However the Wegner type estimate
holds under strict conditions and they did not give explicit conditions for the Anderson
localization. In this paper we extend their method and obtain more precise Wegner
estimates. Then we construct several models on which we can prove the Anderson
localization rigorously. We use the same methods to consider Pauli Hamiltonian H!,g ,
where g is the magnetic moment. Usually the case g = 2 is studied, but here we treat
the case g > 2 only. This case is called anomalous (cf. [1]). Then the operator H!,g
has negative energies. We are concerned with the spectrum of sufficiently low en-
ergy region. The condition for the Anderson localization for the operator H!,g is still
restrictive since the random field A! must be bounded. On another model H!,# , we
do not require the boundedness of the vector potential and we may choose, in partic-
ular, a Gaussian random field. The scalar potential v# (x)jA!(x)j2 is artificial. How-
ever, since  can be taken arbitrarily small, the results for the operator H!,# may
suggest properties of the operator H!.
One difficulty of the proof of the Wegner type estimate for random vector
potentials is that the quadratic form (', H!') associated to the Schrödinger operator
is not monotone as a function of the random variables ! for each function '. Thus
we cannot use the method of Wegner [32] to transform the variation of the energy to
that of the random variables. The same difficulty appears also in the corresponding
problem for the Schrödinger operator  1 + V !(x) with the alloy type scalar poten-
tial V !(x) = Pa2Z2 !(a)u(x   a) whose single site potential u(x) is nonsign definite
(cf. [4], [12], [16], [18] and [31]). In such situations, Klopp’s method [16] using a
vector field A =
P
a2Z2 !(a)=(!(a)) on a probability space is the effective method.
This vector field is a number operator in the context of the quantum field theory, and
its eigenfunctions are homogeneous polynomials of !. Therefore his method is effec-
tive when the objective operator is a homogeneous polynomial of !. In [16] Klopp
applied the Birman-Schwinger principle to reduce the problem to the that for the op-
erator ( 1  E) 1=2V !(x)( 1  E) 1=2, where E is in the resolvent set of the unper-
turbed operator  1. This operator is linear in !. However any magnetic Schrödinger
operators with random vector potentials are not reduced to operators homogeneous in
!. In [12] Hislop and Klopp reduced to the problem of the operator H! to the same
problem of the operator consist of the sum of the linear term ((ir+ A)2 E) 1=2f(ir+
A)  A!(x) + A!(x)  (ir + A)g((ir + A)2   E) 1=2 and the quadratic term ((ir + A)2  
E) 1=22jA!(x)j2((ir + A)2   E) 1=2. Then they applied Klopp’s method [16] by
neglecting the effect from the quadratic term under the condition that the vector po-
tential A! is small enough. Since  is small, the spectrum is not necessarily broad
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enough to imply the localization in their paper. Here we address this problem, and
show the existence of the Anderson localization under certain situations. On the other
hand, the operator H!,g consists of the 0 order term  1, the linear term f(ir 
A!(x)+ A!(x)  ir + gB!(x)=2) (ir  A!(x)+ A!(x)  ir gB!(x)=2)g and the quadratic
term 2jA!(x)j2. We now apply Klopp’s method directly to this operator by neglecting
the effects from the 0-order and the quadratic terms under the same condition that the
vector potential A! is small enough and the condition that the magnetic moment g is
large enough. For this case, the problem of the existence of the energies treated by the
Wegner type estimates becomes simpler since we concentrate only on sufficiently low
energies for which the main contribution comes from the scalar potential. The con-
tribution can be estimated accurately in general. Therefore we can give more general
examples where the Anderson localization occurs. On the other hand, for the operator
H!,# , we use the same reduction to the operator consists of the sum of the linear
term 01 = ((ir+ A)2 E) 1=2(rA!(x)+ A!(x)r)((ir+ A)2 E) 1=2 and the quadratic
term 02 = ((ir + A)2  E) 1=22(1 +v# (x))jA!(x)j2((ir + A)2  E) 1=2 with respect to
the random variable !. In this case, there is another random variable # and only 02
depends on it. Then, by changing the variables # appropriately in the expectation with
respect to this variable, we can compensate the dispersion by the inhomogeneity with
respect to !. Therefore we can apply Klopp’s method without neglecting any parts.
As relating works, Klopp, Nakamura, Nakano and Nomura [17] gave the same
results for a certain discrete model corresponding to H!. On the other hand the author
[30] also give same results for a class of Schrödinger operators
(ir + A!(x))2 + V !(x)
where the random vector potential A!(x) and the random scalar potential V !(x) are
correlated. However this class does not include any operators treated above, since the
scalar potential V !(x) was assumed to be unbounded below: by the strong effect of
V !(x), the effect of A!(x) is dominated.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we extend the method
of the paper by Hislop and Klopp [12] for the operator H! and make explicit the
condition for the Wegner type estimate and the Anderson localization. In Section 3
we study the same problem for the operator H!,g. In Sections 4 we study the same
problem for the operator H!,# . In Section 5 we study the same problem for the
operator H!,# in the case that the vector potential is a Gaussian random field.
2. Random magnetic Schrödinger operators without scalar potentials
In this section we extend the theory [12] by Hislop and Klopp on random magnetic
Schrödinger operators. We treat the operator
(2.1) H! =
d
X
j=1
(i j + A j (x) + A!j (x))2
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on L2(Rd ), where d = 2d 0,  > 0, A(x) is a C1 vector potential such that the magnetic
field B jk(x) =  j Ak(x)   k A j (x) is Zd -periodic, and A!(x) is the alloy type random
vector potential
(2.2)
X
a2Zd
!(a)u(x   a).
u(x) is a nonzero C1 vector field satisfying lim
jx j!1 u(x) = 0 and
(2.3) jru(x)j  (1 + jx j) 
for some  > d + 1. ! = (!(a))a2Zd is a family of independently and identically dis-
tributed real random variables whose distribution has a C1 density h(s) such that
supp h  [ 1, 1]. We set
H0 = 1 +
Z
jsh0(s)j ds.
The operator H! with the domain C10 (Rd ) is known to be essentially self-adjoint on
L2(Rd ) (cf. [19]). Accordingly we take the unique self-adjoint extension, and denote
it by the same symbol. In [12], the internal gaps of the spectrum  (H 0) of H 0 are
treated, where H 0 is H! with  = 0. In this paper, we assume
B0 := inf  (H 0) > 0
and concentrate only on the spectrum less than B0 for the simplicity. The periodic-
ity of B jk is also assumed for the simplicity and also for assuring the existence of
the density of states. For each L > 0, let H!L be the restriction to L2(3L ) with the
Dirichlet boundary condition, where 3L := ( L=2, L=2)d . The spectrum of this oper-
ator is purely discrete. For any self-adjoint operator A and any interval J in R, let
N (J : A) be the number of eigenvalues of A in the interval J . Then the following is
our extension of the Wegner type estimate given by Hislop and Klopp [12]:
Theorem 1 (Wegner type estimate). (i) We assume supp u is compact. We de-
note its diameter by diam supp u. Then there exists a finite constant c depending only
on d and diam supp u such that
(2.4) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!L )]  cWd(E , Æ, , B0, H0)L2d
for any L  1, 0 < Æ < 1, 0  E  B0   ( ¯A)2=(1   Æ) and 0 <   Æ(B0   E)=4,
where
Wd (E , Æ, , B0, H0) =

ˆd B(d+
ˆd)=2
0 H
0
Æ(B0   E) ˆd+1
,
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ˆd = minf(2N) \ (d, 1)g and ¯A = supfjA!(x)j : x 2 Rd , ! 2 [ 1, 1]Zd g.
(ii) For any q  ˆd and l 2 N satisfying q < l < ( 1)q=d, there exists a finite constant
c depending only on d, q, l and  such that
(2.5) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!L )]  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, , B0, H0)1 q=l L2d
for any L  1, 0 < Æ < 1, 0  E  B0   ( ¯A)2=(1   Æ) and 0 <   Æ(B0   E)=4,
where
Wd,q,l (E , Æ, , B0, H0) =

q Bd=20 ( +
p
B0 )qH0
Æ(B0   E)q+1 q=l
.
(iii) We assume supp u is compact. Then, for any q  ˆd and q < l 2 N, there exists a
finite constant c depending only on d, q, l and diam supp u such that
(2.6) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!L )]  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, , B0, H0)1 q=l Ld
for any 0 < Æ < 1, L  1, 0  E  B0   ( ¯A)2=(1   Æ) and 0 <   Æ(B0   E)=4,
where
Wd,q,l (E , Æ, , B0, H0) =

q Bd=20 ( +
p
B0 )qH0
Æ(B0   E)q+1 q=l

p
B0
B0   E
_ 1
q(1 1=l)
.
In (iii), the bound is linear in the volume of the domain 3L . Therefore, as in
the original paper by Wegner [32], we can obtain a Hölder estimate of the density of
states N (B), B 2 B(R), of the Schrödinger operator H! defined as a deterministic
Borel measure such that the Borel measures L d N (  : H!L ) on R converges vaguely
to N (  ) as L !1 for almost all !:
Corollary. Under the situation of Theorem 1 (iii), the density of states N (  ) of
the operator H! satisfies
(2.7) N ([E   , E + ])]  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, , B0, H0)1 q=l
for any 0 < Æ < 1, 0  E  B0   ( ¯A)2=(1  Æ) and 0 <   Æ(B0   E)=4.
From (i), we have the following result on the Anderson localization by applying
the theory by Germinet and Klein [11]:
Theorem 2. We assume supp u is compact. Then, for any positive number
, there exist finite positive constants c1, c2 and c3 depending only on d,  and
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diam supp u such that 0 < Æ < 1 and
P
0

j!(0)j  1

¯A
0

p
B0  
s
B0  
( ¯A)2
1  Æ
  
1
A
1
A
< fc1(2Æ)g ^ c2(1 + B0)
^
(
c3
 

ˆd+2
Æ
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0 H
0
!

)
(2.8)
imply the following on the interval I = [0, B0   ( ¯A)2=(1  Æ)]:
(i) (Strong dynamical localization) For any 0 <  < 1, there exists a finite constant
C

such that
E

sup
f 2B1(R)
kkx f (H!)E(I : H!)ykk22

 C

exp( jx   yj
1
)
for any x , y 2 Zd , where B1(R) is the set of all real valued Borel functions f on
R with supj f j  1 and x is the operator of the multiplication of the characteristic
function of the box x + 31.
(ii) (Semi uniformly localized eigenfunction) For any " > 0, there exists m
"
> 0 such
that the following holds for a.e. !: c(H!)\ I = ; and, if f!j g j2N is the normalized
eigenfunctions of H! with energy E!j in I , then, for any  > 1=2, there exist C!" ,
gC! 2 (0, 1) and fx!j g j2N  Zd such that


x
!
j


 C!
"
exp
 
m
"
 
log

x!j


1
1+"
+
  m
"

x   x!j


1

and

x!j


1

gC! j1=(4)
for any j 2 N and x 2 Zd , where, for any self-adjoint operator A, c(A) is its con-
tinuous spectrum.
From (ii) of Theorem 1, we have the following result on the Anderson localization
for a long range case by applying the theory of Kirsch, Stollmann and Stolz [15]:
Theorem 3. We assume (2.3) for some  > (5 +p21)d=2 + 1. Then, for any pos-
itive number Æ and , there exist finite positive constants c1, c2, c3 and c4 depending
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only on d,  and  such that 0 < Æ < 1 and
(2.9)
P
0

j!(0)j  1

¯A
0

p
B0  
s
B0  
( ¯A)2
1  Æ
  
1
A
1
A
<
8
<
:
c1
 
p
B0   ( ¯A)2=(1  Æ)
p
B0
 
1 _ log(1 + B0) _ (log(( +
p
B0 ))) 

1
!d+
9
=
;
^
(
c2

Æ
 +
p
B0
^
1

(d+)=( 1 d))
^
8
<
:
c3
 
Æ
ˆd
Bd+
ˆd=2
0 H
0
!(d+)=f( 1 d)2=( 1) 3dg


 +
p
B0
c4
9
=
;
imply the exponential localization on the interval I = [0, B0 ( ¯A)2=(1 Æ)]: for a.e. !,
the spectrum of H! is pure point on the interval I with exponentially decaying eigen-
functions. In (2.9), (  )
 
means the negative part.
Unless the spectrum  (H!) intersects with the interval where these results hold,
they would be meaningless. In order to address this problem, we give an upper esti-
mate of the infimum of the spectrum in a simple 2-dimensional example as follows:
we take A(x) as the vector potential ( Bx2=2, Bx1=2) for the uniform magnetic filed
B > 0, and the single site potential u(x) as (0,  (x1) (x2)), where  (t) = 0 for jt j  3=2,
 (t) = 1 for jt j  1=2, and  (t) = (3   2jt j)=2 for 1=2  jt j  3=2. Then B0 = B and
¯A = 4, since
(2.10)
X
a12Z
 (x1   a1) = 2.
The estimate of the spectrum is the following:
Proposition 2.1. Let !0 = (!0(a1, a2))a1 ,a22Z be the element of the probability space
[ 1, 1]Z2 defined by !0(a1, a2) = 1 for a1 2 4Z   1, !0(a1, a2) =  1 for a1 2 4Z + 1
and !0(a1, a2) = 0 for a1 2 2Z. Then it holds that
(2.11) inf  (H!0 )  B(),
where
B() = B   4e 6(1  e B=8)  e
 6 81B=4
p
2
+ e6 9B=8
 
1 + 8
r
B
2
!
.
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By this proposition and the characterization of the almost sure spectral set by pe-
riodic operators (e.g. Theorem (5.33) in [23], §1.4 in [28]), we have
(2.12) [B() ^ B, B]   (H!)
if supp h = [ 1, 1]. Therefore, for the above theorems to be meaningful, it is enough that
B() < B   (4)2.
This holds if  is small and B is large. Then, for small Æ > 0 so that the interval
[B(), B   (4)2=(1   Æ)] is not empty, we can take the probability density h so that
the Anderson localization occurs on this energy interval as follows:
EXAMPLE 2.1. For any p, l 2 (0, 1=2], there exists a smooth probability density
function h such that supp h = [ 1, 1] and R
jsjl h(s) ds = p. Such a function can be taken
so that jh0j  2=l2. This bound is independent of p. Then (2.8) holds for sufficiently
small p and l, since the right hand side of (2.8) is dominated from below by a quantity
independent of p.
We next discuss the proof. To prove the Wegner type estimate, Hislop and Klopp
[12] introduced Birman-Schwinger type operators by
0
!
L ,2 = (H 0L   E) 1=22jA!j2(H 0L   E) 1=2,(2.13)
0
!
L ,1 = (H 0L   E) 1=2
d
X
j=1
f(i j + A j )A!j + A!j (i j + A j )g(H 0L   E) 1=2(2.14)
and
0
!
L = 0
!
L ,2 + 0
!
L ,1
for 0  E < B0. Then we have the following reduction:
Lemma 2.1. It holds that
(2.15) N ([E   , E + ] : H!L )  N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!L )
for any 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < B0   E , where  = =(B0   E).
Proof. Let Æ1, : : : , ÆN be the all eigenvalues of H!L   E in the interval [ , ]
including the multiplicity and v1, : : : , vN be the orthonormal system consisting their
eigenfunctions. These vectors satisfy
Æ j (H 0L   E) 1=2v j = (I + 0!L )w j ,
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where w j = (H 0L   E)1=2v j . The vectors w1, : : : , wN are linearly independent and





(I + 0!L )
X
j
c jw j





2

1
B0   E





X
j
c jÆ jw j





2


2
B0   E





X
j
c jv j





2
 
2





X
j
c jw j





2
for any c1, c2, : : : , cN 2 C. Then, by the min-max principle, we obtain (2.15).
To treat the operator 0!L , we prepare the following:
Lemma 2.2. Let 0  E < B0.
(i) For any A 2 Lq (3L ! R) with some q  ˆd, the operator (H 0L   E) 1=2A belongs
to the class Iq and satisfies
(2.16) kk(H 0L   E) 1=2Akkq  c
Bd=(2q)0
p
B0   E
kAkq ,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d and q, and kk  kkq is the trace norm
defined by kkAkkq := Tr[jAjq]1=q and jAj =
p
AA (cf. [24]).
(ii) For any A 2 Lq (3L ! R) with some q  ˆd=2, we define an operator by
0L [A] = (H 0L   E) 1=2A(H 0L   E) 1=2.
Then this operator belongs to the class Iq and satisfies
(2.17) kk0L [A]kkqq  c
Bd=20
(B0   E)q
kAkqq ,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d and q.
(iii) For any B 2 Lq (3L ! Rd ) with some q  ˆd, we define an operator by
0LhBi = (H 0L   E) 1=2
d
X
j=1
f(i j + A j )B j + B j (i j + A j )g(H 0L   E) 1=2.
Then this operator belongs to the class Iq and satisfies
(2.18) kk0LhBikkqq  c
B(d+q)=20
(B0   E)q
kBkqq ,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d and q.
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Proof. (i) We first assume that q 2 2N. Then we have
kk(H 0L   E) 1=2Akkq = kkA(H 0L   E) 1Akk1=2q=2.
For any R > 0, by the resolvent equation
(H 0L   E) 1 = (H 0L + R) 1=2f1 + (R + E)(H 0L   E) 1g(H 0L + R) 1=2,
we have
kk(H 0L   E) 1=2Akkq  kk(H 0L + R) 1=2Akkq
s
B0 + R
B0   E
.
As in Lemma 2.1 of [30], we use the diamagnetic inequality to obtain
(2.19) j(H 0L + R) 1=2'j  ( 1L + R) 1=2j'j
for any ' 2 C10 (3L ), where 1L is the Laplacian with the Dirichlet boundary condition
on L2(Rd ) (see (4.9) in [19] and (A.23) in [13]). By using (2.19) successively, we have


j(H 0L + R) 1=2Ajq'




( 1L + R) 1=2jAj


q
j'j.
From this, Lemma 15.11 in [27] and Theorem 4.1 in [26], we have
kk(H 0L + R) 1=2Akkq  kk( 1L + R) 1=2jAjkkq  kk( 1 + R) 1=2jAjLkkq
 ckALkq=R(q d)=(2q)
if q > d, where c is a finite constant depending only on q and d, and L is the char-
acteristic function of 3L . Since minR>0(B0 + R)=R(q d)=q = cBd=q0 , we have (2.16). For
q =2 2N, we use the Stein interpolation theorem (cf. [25] Theorem IX.21).
(ii) Since
kk0L [A]kkq  kk(H 0L   E) 1=2
p
jAjkk22q .
(i) implies (ii).
(iii) Since
kk(H 0L   E) 1=2(i j + A j )kk 
s
B0
B0   E
for any j , (i) implies (iii).
As in [4] and [5], the right hand side of (2.15) is dominated by
Z 3=2
 3=2
dt Tr[(

)0( 0!L   1 + t)],
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where 

(s) = (s=) and  is a smooth function on R such that 0    1 on R,
 = 0 on ( 1,  1=2] and  = 1 on [1=2, 1). Then Hislop and Klopp [12] used a
vector field A on the probability space defined by
(2.20) A =
X
a2Zd
!(a) 
!(a) .
This vector field acts as
A Tr[

( 0!L   1 + t)] = Tr[( )0( 0!L   1 + t)( 0!L ,1   20!L ,2)].
Since 0!L ,2  ( ¯A)2=(B0 E) and  0!L  1 2 in the space of ( )0( 0!L  1+t) 6= 0,
we have

1  2  
( ¯A)2
B0   E

Tr[

( 0!L   1 + t)]  A Tr[ ( 0!L   1 + t)].
Therefore, if (B0   E)(1  Æ)  ( ¯A)2 and   Æ=4, then we have
Tr[

( 0!L   1 + t)] 
2
Æ
A Tr[

( 0!L   1 + t)]
and
E[N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!L )] 
2
Æ
Z 3=2
 3=2
dt
X
a2Z2\3L+6
I (L , t ; a),
where
I (L , t ; a) = E

Z 1
 1
d!(a)h(!(a))!(a) 
!(a) Tr[ ( 0
!
L   1 + t)]

.
To prove Theorem 1 (i), the following simple estimate is enough:
Lemma 2.3. There exists a finite constant c depending only on d and diamsuppu
such that
(2.21) sup
 3=2t3=2
jI (L , t ; a)j  c
ˆd B(d+ ˆd)=2H0
(B0   E) ˆd
Ld
for any a 2 Zd , L  1 and 0 <   1=3.
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Proof. By the integration by parts, we have
(2.22) I (L , t ; a) = E

 
Z 1
 1
ds(h(!(a)) + !(a)h0(!(a))) Tr[

( 0!L   E + t)]

.
For any !, we have
(2.23)
Tr[

( 0!L   E + t)]  Tr[E([1  2 , 1) :  0!L )]
 Tr[E([1  2 , 1) :  0!L ,1)]
 (3kk0!L ,1kk ˆd ) ˆd .
By Lemma 2.2 (ii), we can complete the proof.
To prove Theorem 1 (ii), we use the following estimate:
Lemma 2.4. Under the condition of Theorem 1 (ii), for any q  ˆd and q < l 2 N,
there exists a finite constant c depending only on l, q,  and d such that
(2.24) sup
 3=2t3=2
jI (L , t ; a)j  c
q Bd=20 ( +
p
B0 )qH0Ld

q=l (B0   E)q (1 + dist(a, 3L ))( 1)q=l
for any a 2 Zd ,  > 0 and L  1.
Proof. As in [4], [5] and [12], we rewrite (2.22) as follows and apply the theory
of the spectral shift functions:
I (L , t ; a) = E

Z 1
 1
d!(a)(h(!(a)) + !(a)h0(!(a)))
 Tr[

( 0![a,0]L   1 + t)   ( 0!L   1 + t)]

,
where ![a, 0] is an element of the probability space defined by replacing !(a) by 0.
By Lemma 2.5 below and Theorem 2.1 in [4], [5] and [12], we have the spectral shift
function  (s : (0![a,0]L )l , (0!L )l) for the pair (0![a,0]L )l , (0!L )l such that
k (s : (0![a,0]L )l , (0!L )l )kl=q  kk(0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )lkkq=lq=l
(cf. [4], [5], [12], [26]). As in [4], [5] and [12], we apply the Birman-Krein identity
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[2], [33] as follows:
Tr[

( 0![a,0]L   1 + t)   ( 0!L   1 + t)]
=
Z
1
0


s


( s1=l   1 + t)

 (s : (0![a,0]L )l , (0!L )l ) ds.
Since
 
Z
1
0





s


( s1=l   1 + t)




l=(l q)
dr
!(l q)=l
 c1

Z
R
j(

)0(r )jl=(l q) dr
(l q)=l

c2

q=l ,
we obtain (2.24).
The following is the estimate of the difference of the operators used in the proof
of the preceding lemma:
Lemma 2.5. For any q  ˆd and l 2 N, the operator (0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )l belongs
to the super trace class Iq=l and satisfies
(2.25) kk(0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )lkkq=lq=l 
cq Bd=20 ( +
p
B0 )q Ld j!(a)jq=l
(B0   E)q(1 + dist(a, 3L ))( 1)q=l
,
where c is a finite constant depending only on q, l,  and d.
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.2 to the each term of
(2.26)
(0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )l
=  
l
X
h=1
(0![a,0]L )h 1
 
0L [2!(a)u(x   a)  (A![a,0] + A!)]
+ 0Lh!(a)u(x   a)i
(0!L )l h .
To estimate the norm kukq , we use
(2.27) ju(x)j  (   1) 1(1 + jx j) ( 1).
To prove Theorem 1 (iii), we use the following instead of Lemma 2.5:
Lemma 2.6. If supp u is compact, then (2.25) is replaced by
(2.28)
kk(0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )lkkq=lq=l
 c

p
B0
B0   E
_ 1
q(1 1=l)
( +pB0 )
B0   E
q
Bd=20 j!(a)jq=l ,
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where c is a finite constant depending only on diam supp u, q, l and d.
Proof. As in Nakamura [22], we take smooth functions k , k = 1, 2, : : : , such
that 0  k  1, k = 1 on supp k 1 and supp k  fx 2 Rd : dist(x , supp u) < 1g for
any k = 1, 2, : : : , where 0 = juj2, and consider the commutator of these functions with
the resolvents to rewrite the expression (2.26) as follows:
(0![a,0]L )l   (0!L )l
=
l
X
h=1
2l 1
X
m=1
 (h, m)(0![a,0]L )N (h,m)

 
0L

A˜h,m,l

+ 0L


Âh,m,l

  
 
0L

A˜h,m,h+1

+ 0L


Âh,m,h+1


 
0L

˜A

+ 0L


ˆA
 
0L

A˜h,m,h 1

+ 0L


Âh,m,h 1

    

 
0L

A˜h,m,1

+ 0L


Âh,m,1
(0![a,0]L )M(h,m),
where  (h, m) 2 f+,  g, ˆA = !(a)u(x   a), ˜A = 2!(a)u(x   a)  (A![a,0] + A!),
each of
 
Âh,m, j , A˜h,m, j

is one of (k(x   a)A![a,0](x), k(x   a)jA![a,0]j2), (k(x  
a)A!(x), k(x a)jA!j2) or (irk(x a), 0) for some k 2 N, N (h, m) is the number
of j in fh + 1, : : : , lg such that  Âh,m, j , A˜h,m, j

= (irk(x   a), 0) for some k 2 N,
and M(h, m) is that of j in f1, : : : , h   1g. Then we obtain a bound independent of
L since the volumes of the supports of Âh,m, j and A˜h,m, j are dominated by a constant
independent of L .
For the proof of Theorem 2, we use the following extension of Theorem 3.4 in
Germinet and Klein [11], which is an improved theory of the multiscale analysis
founded by Fröhlich and Spencer [10]:
Proposition 2.2. Let I0 and eI0 be compact and open intervals such that I0  eI0.
For each L 2 N and x 2 Zd , let 3L (x) = x + 3L and let fH!L ,x g!2 be a family of
random operators on L2(3L (x) ! C) for some  2 N, satisfying the following:
(STA) (Stationarity) The probability of each event determined by a condition
on an operator Ux H!L ,xU 1x is independent of x , where Ux is the unitary operator
from L2(3L (x) ! C) to L2(3L ! C) defined by (Ux')(y) = '(y + x) for any ' 2
L2(3L (x) ! C);
(IAD) (Independence at distance) There exists a finite constant  such that for
any finite number of boxes f3L j (x j )gnj=1 with dist(3L i (xi ), 3L j (x j ))   for i 6= j , the
events determined by conditions on operator Ux j H!L j ,x j U
 1
x j are mutually independent
in j = 1, 2, : : : , n;
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(SLI) (Simon-Lieb inequality) There exists a finite constant  such that
(2.29)
kk0l3,x3 (H!l3,x3   E) 1l1,x1kk
  kk0l2,x2 (H!l2,x2   E) 1l1,x1kk  kk0l3,x3 (H!l3,x3   E) 10l2,x2kk
for any E 2 I0    (H!l2,x2 )    (H!l3,x3 ), l1, l2, l3 2 2N and x1, x2, x3 2 Zd such that
3l1 (x1)  3l2 3(x2) 3l2 (x2)  3l3 2(x3), where, for any L 2 N and x 2 Zd , 0L ,x and
L ,x are the operators of multiplication of the characteristic functions of 3L 1(x)  
3L 3(x) and 3L (x), respectively;
(W) (Wegner type estimate) There exist constants CW , l0, 0 2 (0, 1), h 2 (0, 1]
and b 2 [1, 1) such that
(2.30) P(d(E ,  (H!L ))  )  CWh Lbd
for any E 2 eI0, 0 <  < 0 and l0  L 2 2N;
(NE) (Number of eigenvalues) There exist constants CN E 2 (0,1) and v 2 [1,1)
such that
(2.31) E[N (eI0 : H!L )]  CN E Lvd
for any l0  L 2 2N.
For any  > 0, E 2 R, 6  L 2 N and x 2 Zd , we say a box 3L (x) is ( , E)-
suitable for ! if E =2  (H!L ,x ) and
kk0L ,x (H!L ,x   E) 1L=3,xkk  L  .
For any m > 0, E 2 R, 6  L 2 N and x 2 Zd , we say a box 3L (x) is (m, E)-regular
for ! if E =2  (H!,gL ,x0 ) and
kk0L ,x (H!L ,x   E) 1L=3,xkk  exp

 m
L
2

.
For m > 0, 6  L 2 N, an interval I in R and x , y 2 Zd , we set
R(m, L , I , x , y) := f! : for every E 2 I , either 3L (x) or 3L (y) is (m, E)-regularg.
Then for any  > 4(b+v)d=(3h), there exists a positive finite constant ¯L depending
only on d, , CW , b, h, l0, 0,  and  , and satisfying the following: if there exist
E0 2 I0 and ¯L  L 2 6N such that
(2.32) P(3L is ( , E0)-suitable) > 1  841 d ,
then there exists Æ0 > 0 depending only on d, , CW , b, h, 0, CN E , v,  and L such
that, for any 0 <  < 1 and 1 <  < 1= , there exist L0 2 6N depending only on d,
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, CW , b, h, CN E , v,  , L dist(eI0c, I0),  and , and m > 0 depending only on 
and L0, satisfying
P(R(m, Lk , I0(E0, Æ0), x , y)) > 1  exp( Lk )
for any k 2 Z+, x , y 2 Zd with jx   yj1 > Lk + , where Lk+1 = maxf(6N) \ [0, Lk ]g
and I0(E0, Æ0) := [E0   Æ0, E0 + Æ0] \ I0.
The constant ¯L can be taken as
(2.33) ¯L  (11 1 4h=(3h+bd)0 ) _ (c1 8h=(h bd)) _ (c2C4=(h bd)W ) _ c3,
where c1, c2 and c3 are finite constants depending only on d, , b, h, l0 and  .
This proposition can be proved as in §3.3 of [30] and is used to prove Theorems 2,
5, 7 and 9 below.
By this proposition and its application to the proof of the Anderson localization in
[11], we have only to show that the assumptions in this proposition are satisfied with
the compact interval I0 = [0, B   ( ¯A)2=(1   Æ)] and the open interval eI0 = [0, B  
( ¯A)2=(1   Æ=2)) for arbitrarily fixed Æ 2 (0, 1). Then (STA) obviously holds. (IAD)
holds by taking  as diam supp u. (SLI) holds with  = c1(1 +
p
B0 ), where c1 is a
finite constant depending only on d. Theorem 1 (i) implies (W) with b = 2, h = 1,
0 = ( ¯A)2Æ=(4(2   Æ)) and CW = c2(2   Æ) ˆd+1 B(d+ ˆd )=20 H0=( ˆd+2Æ), where c2 is a finite
constant depending only on d and diamsuppu. (NE) holds with v = 1 by the following
lemma:
Lemma 2.7. For any q  ˆd, there exists a finite constant c depending only on d
and q such that
(2.34) N ([0, B0    ] : H!L )  cB(d+q)=20 kA!Lkqq q
for any  > 0, ! and L  1.
Proof. We use Lemma 2.1 with E =  = (B0    )=2. Then by using also the
positivity of 0!L ,2, we have
N ([0, B0    ] : H!L )  N

2
B0 + 
, 1

:  0!L ,1



B0 + 
2
q
Tr[(0!L ,1)q ].
By Lemma 2.2, we obtain (2.34).
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Now, by Proposition 2.2, we have only to show the corresponding initial esti-
mate (2.32) for any E0 2 I0, some  > 4d and L 2 6N satisfying
(2.35) L  c3(2Æ)4=(3+2d) _ (c4(1 + B0)
4=( 2d)) _
8
<
:
c5
 
B(d+ ˆd)=2H0

ˆd+2
Æ
!4=( 2d)9
=
;
_ c6,
where c3, c4, c5 and c6 are finite constants depending only on  , d and diam supp u.
For this we use the following Combes-Thomas type estimate (cf. [6]):
Lemma 2.8. We take  > 0, E0 2 [0, B0), L  1, A, B  3L so that
dist(E0,  (H!L ))   and D(A, B) > 0,
where D(A, B) = sup
v2Rd : jvj=1 infx2A, y2B v  (x   y). Then there exist universal finite
positive constants c1 and c2 such that
(2.36) kkA(H!L   E0) 1Bkk 
c1

exp

 
c2
p

1 +
p
E0=
D(A, B)

,
where A and B are the operators of multiplying the characteristic functions of A and
B, respectively.
Proof. For any w 2 Rd such that jwj < , we have
e wx H!L e
wx
= H!L + 2iw  (ir + A!)  jwj2.
Since
kw  (ir + A!)'k  1
2R
k(H!L   E0)'k +

R
2
jwj
2 +
p
E0 jwj

k'k
for any R > 0 and ' 2 C10 , we have
kke wx (H!L   E0) 1ewxkk 



1 
1
R

  (1 + R)jwj2   2
p
E0 jwj

 1
+
and
kkA(H!L   E0) 1Bkk
 sup
x2A, y2B
exp(w  (x   y))



1 
1
R

  (1 + R)jwj2   2
p
E0 jwj

 1
+
.
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By taking w =  kv with k > 0 and v 2 Rd such that jvj = 1 and taking the infimum
with respect to v, we have
kkA(H!L   E0) 1Bkk  exp( k D(A, B))



1 
1
R

  (1 + R)k2   2
p
E0 k

 1
+
.
As an simple bound we take k so that


1 
1
R

  (1 + R)k2   2
p
E0 k =
(1  1=R)
2
.
Then we obtain (2.36).
By this lemma, for 3L to be ( , E0)-suitable, it is enough that
(2.37) inf  (H!L )  E0 + f ( , L)
p
E0 + f ( , L)2
where f ( , L) = c7( log L + log(8d))=L and c7 is a finite constant. Since
H!L 

1 
1
t

H 0L   (t   1) sup
3L
jA!j2


1 
1
t

B0   (t   1)( ¯A)2 sup
a23L+R\Zd
j!(a)j
for any t > 1, (2.37) is replaced by
(2.38)
sup
t>1
f(1  1=t)B0   (t   1)( ¯A)2 sup
a23L+R\Zd
j!(a)j2   E0g
 f ( , L)
p
E0 + f ( , L)2,
where R is an integer such that supp u  3R . Therefore a sufficient condition for the
corresponding (2.32) is
(2.39) P
 

¯A sup
a23L+R\Zd
j!(a)j >
p
B0  
p
E0   f ( , L)
!
 841 d .
Since ! is identically distributed, this condition is replaced by
P

j!(0)j 
p
B0  
p
E0   f ( , L)

¯A

 c8L
 d
,
where c8 is a finite positive constant depending only on d and diamsuppu. We now let
E0 = sup I0, substitute the right hand side of (2.35) to L, and take  and L sufficiently
largely. Then we obtain the condition in (2.8).
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To prove Theorem 3 following Kirsch, Stollmann and Stolz [15], we use the fol-
lowing to estimate the probability of events on H!L ,x by taking the supremum with re-
spect to f!(a) : a 2 Zd   32L (x)g so that events on H!L ,x and H!L 0,x 0 can be treated as
if they are independent when 32L (x) \ 32L 0 (x 0) = ;, where H!L ,x is the restriction of
H! to L2(3L (x)) with the Dirichlet boundary condition:
Lemma 2.9. We assume (2.3) for some  > d + 1, lim
jx j!1 u(x) = 0, L  1 and
! = !
0 on 32L \ Zd . Then we have
(2.40)




q
 j (H!L ) 
q
 j (H!0L )





c
L 1 d
for any j 2 N, where  j (H!L ) is the j-th eigenvalue of H!L including the multiplicity,
and c is a finite constant depending only on d and .
This lemma is proved by using the min-max principle and supx23L j(A!  A!
0)(x)j 
c=L 1 d .
In the theory of [15], the main part is to dominate the following probability of the
resonance to proceed well the multiscale analysis:
(2.41) P gdist(I (H!L ,x ), I (H!L 0,x 0))  4

,
where x , x 0, L , L 0 are taken so that 32L (x) \ 32L 0 (x 0) = ;, I (H!L ,x ) =  (H!L ,x ) \
[0, B0   ( ¯A)2=(1  Æ) + 4=2],
gdist(I (H!L ,x ), I (H!L 0,x 0)
= inf

dist(I (H!L ,x ), I (H!L 0,x 0)) :
!, !
0
2  s.t. ! = ! on 32L (x) \ Zd , !0 = ! on 32L 0(x 0) \ Zd
	
and 4 is a number in the interval (0, B0) we should specify. We here note that
j j (H!L )   j (H!
0
L )j 
c1(
p
B0 + )
L 1 d
holds in the situation of Lemma 2.9, if  j (H!L )^ j (H!
0
L )  B0. Thus we can cover
I (H!0L 0,x 0) by
N
!,x ,x 0 = inf

N

0, B0  
( ¯A)2
1  Æ
+
c1(
p
B0 + )
L 1 d

: H!0L 0,x 0

:
!
0
2  s.t. !0 = ! on 32L 0 (x 0) \ Zd

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number of intervals fI j ,!,x ,x 0 : j  N!,x ,x , 0g depending only on f!(a) : a 2 Zd\32L 0 (x 0)g
with the length less than c2(
p
B0 +)=L 1 d . Then the probability in (2.41) is dom-
inated by
E2L 0 ,x 0
2
4
X
jN
!,x ,x 0
P2L ,x
 
inf

dist(I (H!xL ,x ), I j ,!,x ,x 0) : ! = ! on 32L (x) \ Zd
	
 4

3
5,
where P2L ,x is the probability with respect to f!(a): a 2 32L (x)\Zdg and E2L ,x is its
expectation. The probability in these expectation and summation is dominated by
P2L ,x

dist(I (H!L ,x ), E j ,!,x ,x 0)  4 + c2
(pB0 + )
L 1 d

,
which is estimated by Theorem 1 (ii), and E2L 0 ,x 0[N!,x ,x 0 ] is estimated by Lemma 2.7,
where E j ,!,x ,x 0 is the middle point of I j ,!,x ,x 0 . Now we see that 4 = (
p
B0 + )=(L ^
L 0) 1 d is an appropriate choice in (2.41). The rest of the proof is same as in [15].
Finally we prove the upper bound of the infimum of the spectrum in the simple
2-dimensional case:
Proof of Proposition 2.1. By the definition, we have
A!02 (x) =
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
2 if
 3
2
+ 4n  x1 
 1
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z,
4(4n   x1) if  12 + 4n  x1 
1
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z,
 2 if
1
2
+ 4n  x1 
3
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z,
4(x1   2  4n) if 32 + 4n  x1 
5
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z.
Thus we have
B!0 (x) =
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
 4 if
 1
2
+ 4n  x1 
1
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z,
4 if
3
2
+ 4n  x1 
5
2
+ 4n for some n 2 Z,
0 otherwise.
We set
F!0 (x) =
Z x1
0
A!02 (s, x2) ds
and

!0 (x) = exp

 
B
4
jx j2   F!0 (x)

.
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Then we have
(!0 , H!0!0 )
= Bk!0k2   4
X
a24Z
Z a+1=2
a 1=2
dx1
Z
dx2j!0 (x)j2
+ 4
X
a24Z
Z a+5=2
a+3=2
dx1
Z
dx2j!0 (x)j2.
Since 0  F!0 (x)   3, we have 2=B  k!0k2  e62=B,
Z 1=2
 1=2
dx1
Z
dx2j!0 (x)j2  2B (1  e
 B=8)
and
Z a+1=2
a 1=2
dx1
Z
dx2j!0 (x)j2
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

r
2
B
exp

 
((a + 1=2)2 _ (a   1=2)2)B
2

,

r
2
B
exp

6 
((a + 1=2)2 ^ (a   1=2)2)B
2

for a 6= 0. Therefore we see that (!0 , H!0!0 )=k!0k2 is dominated by the right
hand side of (2.11). By the min-max principle, we can complete the proof.
3. Random Pauli Hamiltonians with an anomalous magnetic moment
In this section we consider a random family of Pauli Hamiltonians defined as fol-
lows: let d be an integer greater than 1, and u and ! = (!(a))a2Zd be an Rd -valued
function on Rd and random variables satisfying the same conditions as in the last sec-
tion. We consider the random vector potential A!(x) defined as in (2.2) and the cor-
responding magnetic field B!(x) = (B!jk(x))1 j<kd represented as
B!jk(x) =
X
a2Zd
!(a)(du) jk(x   a),
where (du) jk =  j uk ku j . We set ¯A as in Theorem 1 (i) and ¯B = supfkkB!(x)kk1: x 2
Rd , ! 2 [ 1, 1]Zd g, where kk  kk1 is the trace norm. Let 1, 2, : : : , d be Hermitian
matrices satisfying the commutation relation
 jk + k j =

2I if j = k,
O if j 6= k,
where I and O are the identity and the zero matrices, respectively. We can construct
such matrices acting on CD , where D = 2[d=2] and [d=2] is the largest integer less than
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or equal to d=2 (see e.g. [7] §12.2). Then our object is the operator
(3.1) H!,g = I
d
X
j=1
(i j + A!j (x))2 +
g
2
X
j<k
i jkB!jk(x)
acting on CD-valued functions, where g is a constant greater than 2 and  > 0. This
operator with the domain C10 (Rd ! CD) is known to be essentially self-adjoint on
L2(Rd ! CD) (cf. [19]). Accordingly we take the unique self-adjoint extension, and
denote it by the same symbol. This operator is called the Pauli Hamiltonian with the
magnetic moment g and the magnetic field B!. If the magnetic moment g is 2, then
this operator is the square of a Dirac operator and this is the most studied case. The
case of g > 2 is called anomalous (cf. [1]). In this case, the operator H!,g has spec-
trum in the negative half line. For the negative spectrum, we can discuss the Wegner
type estimate and the Anderson localization.
To give the Wegner type estimates, we consider the restriction H!,gL to L2(3L !
CD) with the Dirichlet boundary condition for each L > 0: H!,gL is the self-adjoint
operator corresponding to the closure of the quadratic form
(3.2)
q!,g(8, 9) :=
d
X
j=1
h(i j + A!j (x))8(x), (i j + A!j (x))9(x)i
+
*
8(x), g
2
X
j<k
i jkB!jk(x)9(x)
+
with the domain C10 (3L ! CD), where h  ,  i is the Hermitian inner product of the
space L2(3L ! CD). The spectra of H!,gL are purely discrete. Then our Wegner type
estimates are stated as follows:
Theorem 4 (Wegner type estimate). (i) We assume supp u is compact. Then
there exists a finite constant c depending only on d and diam supp u, and satisfying
the following:
(3.3) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,gL )]  cWd(Æ, g, H0)L2d
for any Æ > 0, L  1, E < 0 and  > 0 such that E + 2   ( ¯A)2   Æ, where
Wd (Æ, g, H0) = H
0(g)d=2
Æ
.
(ii) For any q  ˆd and l 2 N satisfying (q 1)=2 < l < (q( 1)=d 1)=2, there exists
a finite constant c depending only on l, q,  and d, and satisfying the following:
(3.4) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,gL )]  cWq,l (Æ, g, H0)1 q=(2l+1) L2d
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for any Æ > 0, L  1, E < 0 and 0 <  < 1 such that E + 2   ( ¯A)2   Æ, where
Wq,l (Æ, g, H0) = H
0(g + 1)q(l+2)=(2l+1)
Æ
.
(iii) We assume supp u is compact. Then for any q  ˆd and (q   1)=2 < l 2 N, there
exists a finite constant c depending only on l, q, d and diam supp u, and satisfying the
following:
(3.5) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,gL )]  cWq,l (Æ, g, H0)1 q=(2l+1) Ld
for any Æ > 0, L  1, E < 0 and 0 <  < 1 such that E + 2   ( ¯A)2   Æ, where
Wq,l (Æ, g, H0) = H
0(g + 1)q(l+2)=(2l+1)
Æ
.
REMARK 3.1. By the same method, we can also treat the operator
H!, A,g = I
d
X
j=1
(i j + A j (x) + A!j (x))2 +
g
2
X
j<k
i jk(B jk(x) + B!jk(x)),
where A(x) is another deterministic vector potential and B(x) is its magnetic field. If
we replace H!,gL by H
!, A,g
L in the right hand side of (3.3), then Wd (Æ, g, H0) is
replaced by
gd=2

sup
x
kkB(x)kk1 +  ¯B
d=2
H0
Æ
and the condition E +2   ( ¯A)2 Æ is replaced by E +2  inf (H 0, A,g) ( ¯A)2 Æ.
(3.4) and (3.5) are also modified similarly.
In (iii), the bound is linear in the volume of the domain 3L . Therefore, as in
Theorem 1 (iii), we can obtain a Hölder estimate of the density of states N (B), B 2
B(R), of the random Pauli Hamiltonian H!,g defined as a deterministic Borel measure
such that the Borel measures L d N (  : H!,gL ) on R converges vaguely to N (  ) as
L ! 1 for almost all !. For this definition and the fundamental properties of the
density of states, see [29]. The Hölder estimate is the following:
Corollary. Under the situation of Theorem 4 (iii), the density of states N (  ) of
the random Pauli Hamiltonian H!,g satisfies
(3.6) N ([E   , E + ])  cWq,l (Æ, g, H0)1 q=(2l+1)
for any Æ > 0, E < 0 and 0 <  < 1 such that E + 2   ( ¯A)2   Æ.
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From (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4, we obtain the following results on the Anderson
localization by referring Germinet and Klein [11] and Kirsch, Stollmann and Stolz [15]:
Theorem 5. (i) We assume supp u is compact. Then, for any positive number
, there exist finite positive constants c1, c2 and c3 depending only on d,  and
diam supp u such that E0 <  ( ¯A)2 and
(3.7)
P

j!(0)j  4 E0   
g ¯B

< fc1( E0   2 ¯A2)g ^ c2(1 + g) ^

c3

 E0   2 ¯A2
(g)d=2H0



imply the same results in Theorem 2 for the operator H!,g on the interval I = ( 1, E0].
(ii) We assume  > (5 + p21)d=2 + 1. Then, for any positive number , there exist
finite positive constants c1, c2, c3 and c4 depending only on d,  and  such that
E0 <  ( ¯A)2 and
(3.8)
P

j!(0)j  4 E0   
g ¯B

<
(
c1
 ( E0   ( ¯A)2) ^ 1
(g + )
(d+)=( 1 d))
^
c2
(log (g + ))d+
 
^
(
c3
(g + 1)c4

 E0   ( ¯A)2
H0(g(g + ))1 d=( 1)
d( 1)=(( 1 d)2 3d( 1))+)
imply the exponential localization on the interval I = ( 1E0]: for a.e. !, the spectrum
of H!,g is pure point on the interval I with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions.
In order to show the intervals in this theorem intersect with the spectrum, we prove
the following:
Proposition 3.1. We assume 0 2 supp h. Then, for any " and R > 0, there exist
k
", R 2 (0, 1) depending only on d, u, " and R such that
(3.9)

inf
2 supp h

k
", R + (1 + R)( ¯A)2   gjj
¯B   "
4

^ 0, 1

  (H!,g)
for a.e. !.
Since the lower bound of the interval in (3.9) is less than  ( ¯A)2 if g is suffi-
ciently large, we can construct examples such that the Anderson localization occurs as
in Example 2.1.
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We next proceed to the proof. To prove the Wegner type estimates, we dominate
the number of eigenvalues N ([E   , E + ] : H!,gL ) directly by
Z 3=2
 3=2
dt Tr[( 

)0(H!,gL   E + t)].
Since H!,gL is bounded below, we here take  so that its support is bounded above
as follows: 

(s) = (s=) and  is a smooth function on R such that 0    1 on
R,  = 1 on ( 1,  1=2] and  = 0 on [1=2, 1). The vector field A defined in (2.20)
acts as
A Tr[( 

)(H!,gL   E + t)]
= Tr[( 

)0(H!,gL   E + t)(H!,gL + 1 + jA!j2)]
 Tr[( 

)0(H!,gL   E + t)](E + 2 + 2 ¯A2).
Therefore, under the condition that E + 2 + 2 ¯A2   Æ, we have the bound
Tr[( 

)0(H!,gL   E + t)] 
1
Æ
A Tr[

(H!,gL   E + t)]
and
(3.10) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,gL )] 
1
Æ
Z 3=2
 3=2
dt
X
a2Zd
I (L , E , t ; a),
where
I (L , E , t ; a) = E

Z 1
 1
d!(a)h(!(a))!(a) 
!(a) Tr[(H
!,g
L   E + t)]

.
To prove Theorem 4 (i), the following simple estimate is enough:
Lemma 3.1. There exists a finite constant c depending only on d and diam supp u
such that
(3.11) sup
 3=2t3=2
jI (L , E , t ; a)j  cLd(g)d=2H0
for any a 2 Zd , L  1, E < 0 and  > 0 such that E + 2  0.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the proof is reduced to dominating
Tr[

(H!,gL   E + t)]. We dominate this as
(3.12)
Tr[

(H!,gL   E + t)]  Tr[E(( 1, E + 2] : H!,gL )]
 Tr[exp( t H!,gL )] exp(t(E + 2)).
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Since E + 2  0, we dominate the second term by 1. Using the representation of the
heat semigroup by the Feynman-Kac-Itô formula (cf. [14], [29]), we dominate the first
term by
2DLd
(4 t)d=2 e
tg ¯B=4
.
By taking t so that the second term of the right hand side is e, we have
Tr[exp( t H!,gL )]  cLd(g)d=2
and the same bound of Tr[

(H!,gL   E + t)].
To prove Theorem 4 (ii), we use the following:
Lemma 3.2. Under the condition of Theorem 4 (ii), for any q  ˆd and
(q   1)=2 < l 2 N, there exists a finite constant c depending only on l, q, diam supp u
and d such that
(3.13) sup
 3=2t3=2
jI (L , E , t ; a)j  cH0

g(g + 1)l+1
(dist(a, 3L ) + 1) 1
q=(2l+1)
Ld
for any a 2 Zd , 0 <  < 1 and L  1.
To prove this lemma, we use the following as in the proof of Lemma 2.4:
Lemma 3.3. Under the condition of Theorem 4 (ii), for any q  ˆd and
(q   1)=2 < l 2 N, the operator (H![a,0],gL + M) l   (H!,gL + M) l belongs to the
super trace class Iq=(2l 1) and satisfies
(3.14)
kk(H![a,0],gL +M) l   (H!,gL +M) lkkq=(2l+1)q=(2l+1)
 c

gj!(a)j
(1 + dist(a, 3L )) 1
q=(2l+1)
Ld ,
where M = 1 + g ¯B=4 and c is a finite constant depending only on q, l and d.
To prove this lemma, we use the following, which is proved as in Lemma 3.4 (i):
Lemma 3.4. For any A 2 Lq (3L ! R) with some q  ˆd, the operator
(H!,gL +M) 1=2A belongs to the class Iq and satisfies
(3.15) kk(H!,gL +M) 1=2Akkq  ckAkqq ,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d and q.
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To prove Theorem 4 (iii), we use the following instead of Lemma 3.3:
Lemma 3.5. If supp u is compact, then (3.14) is replaced by
(3.16) kk(H![a,0],gL +M) l   (H!,gL +M) lkkq=(2l+1)q=(2l+1)  c(gj!(a)j)q=(2l+1),
where c is a finite constant depending only on diam supp u, q, l and d.
We next proceed to the proof of the localization.
Proof of Theorem 5 (i). We take I0 = ( 1, E0], eI0 = ( 1, (E0   2 ¯A2)=2) and
H!L ,x = H
!,g
L ,x in Proposition 2.2, where H
!,g
L ,x is the restriction of H!,g to L2(3L (x) !
CD) with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Then the assumptions in that proposition
hold with  = diam supp u, l0 = 1, 0 = ( E0   2 ¯A2)=8, h = 1, b = 2, v = 1,  =
c1
p
1 + g and CW = c2(g)d=2H0=( E0   2 ¯A2), where c1 and c2 are finite constants
depending only on d and diam supp u. Then we have only to show the correspond-
ing (2.32) for any E 2 I0, some  > 4d and L 2 6N greater than the right hand side
of the corresponding (2.33). We now use a Combes-Thomas type estimate obtained by
estimating the heat semigroup in Lemma A.1 of Fisher, Leschke and Müller [9]: under
the condition that
0 <  E0   g ¯B sup
a23L+2\Zd
j!(a)j
4
:= B,
we have
kk0L(H!,gL   E0) 1L=3kk 
c3
B
exp( c4
p
BL),
where c3 and c4 are positive finite constants depending only on d. Thus, for 3L to be
( , E0)-suitable, it is enough that
(3.17) sup
a23L+2\Zd
j!(a)j  4 E0   (( + 2) log L + log c4)
2
=(c5L)2
g ¯B
=: C,
where c5 is a positive finite constant depending only on d. Therefore a sufficient con-
dition for the corresponding (2.32) at the energy E0 is
(3.18) P(j!(0)j  C)  c6(L + 2) d ,
where c6 is a positive constant depending only on d. By taking L largely so that C 
4( E0   ")=(g ¯B) and Proposition 2.2 can be applied, we have the condition (3.7).
To prove Theorem 5 (ii) following Kirsch, Stollmann and Stolz [15], we use the
following as in the proof of Theorem 3:
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Lemma 3.6. We assume (2.3) for some  > d + 1, lim
jx j!1 u(x) = 0, L  1 and
! = !
0 on 32L \ Zd . Then we have
(3.19)
 j (H!,gL )
  j (H!
0
,g
L ) +
c1
L 1 d
(

 j (H!
0
,g
L ) +
g ¯B
4
1=2
+

L 1 d
)
+
c2g
L d
for any j 2 N, where  j (H!,gL ) is the j-th eigenvalue of H!,gL including the multi-
plicity, and c1 and c2 are finite constants depending only on d and . Moreover, if
 > d + 2 and L  c31=( 2 d), then we have
(3.20)  j (H!,gL )   j (H!
0
,g
L ) 
c1
L 1 d

 j (H!
0
,g
L ) +
g ¯B
4
1=2
 
c2g
L d
,
where c3 is a finite constant depending only on d and .
Proof. For any " > 0 and 8 2 C10 (3L ! CD) such that k8k = 1, we have
q!,g(8, 8)
 (1 + ")q!0,g(8, 8) +

1 +
1
"


2 sup
x23L
jA!(x)  A!0(x)j2
+
g
4
 sup
x23L
kkB!(x)  B!0(x)kk1 + "
g ¯B
4
.
Since ju(x)j  c01(1 + jx j) +1, the other terms are estimated by
sup
x23L
jA!(x)  A!0(x)j  c
0
2
L 1 d
and
sup
x23L
kkB!(x)  B!0(x)kk1 
c03
L d
.
Thus, by the min-max principle, we have
 j (H!,gL )  (1 + ") j (H!
0
,g
L ) +

1 +
1
"

c02
L 1 d
2
+
g
2
c03
L d
+ "
g ¯B
4
.
The right hand side attains its minimum at
" =
c02
L 1 d

g ¯B
4
+  j (H!
0
,g
L )

 1=2
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and this gives (3.19). If
(3.21) k(ir + A!0)8k   sup
x23L
jA!(x)  A!0(x)j,
we also obtain
q!,g(8, 8)
 (1  ")q!0,g(8, 8)  
2
"
sup
x23L
jA!(x)  A!0(x)j2
 
g
4
sup
x23L
kkB!(x)  B!0(x)kk1   "
g ¯B
4
and (3.20) by the same method. By using the diamagnetic inequality (cf. [3]) and
recalling the well known first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian, we obtain  > d +2
and L  c31=( 2 d) as a simple sufficient condition for (3.21).
By this lemma, we see that
j j (H!,gL )   j (H!
0
,g
L )j 
c1(g + )
L 1 d
holds in the situation of Lemma 3.6, if  j (H!,gL )^ j (H!
0
,g
L )  0. Therefore we dom-
inate the probability (2.41) where H!L ,x , H!L 0,x 0 , I (H!L ,x ) and 4 are replaced by H!,gL ,x ,
H!,gL 0,x 0 , I (H!,gL ,x ) =  (H!,gL ,x ) \ ( 1, E0 + (g + )=(2(L ^ L 0) 1 d )] and
(g + )=(L ^ L 0) 1 d , respectively. The rest of the proof is same as in [15] and
the last section.
Finally we prove the results on the spectral set:
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We take x0 2 Rd and ! 2 [ 1, 1]Zd so that kkB!(x0)kk1 
¯B   "=3. There exists N 2 N such that kkB!N (x0)kk1  kkB!(x0)kk1   "=3, where !N
is the periodic extension to Zd of the restriction of ! to 3N \ Zd . For any 0 6=  2
 supp h and R > 0, we have
inf  (H!N ,g)
 inf

1 +
1
R

kr8k
2 + (1 + R)kA!N8k2 +

8,
g
2
X
j<k
i jkB!Njk 8

:
8 2 C10 (Rd ! CD), k8k = 1

by the min-max principle. We use a coordinate so that B!Njk (x0) = 0 for ( j , k) =2
f(1, 2), (3, 4), : : : , (d   1, d), (2, 1), (4, 3), : : : , (d, d   1)g and B!Njk (x0)  0 for ( j , k) 2
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f(1, 2), (3, 4), : : : , (d   1, d)g. Then we have
1
2
X
j<k
i jkB!Njk (x0)Q =  
kkB!N (x0)kk1
4
Q,
where Q is the projector to the intersection of the eigenspaces of the matrices
i2 j 12 j , j = 1, 2, : : : , d 0 of the eigenvalue  1. We can take a small ball Br (x0) =
fx : jx   x0j < rg so that
1
2
X
j<k
i jkB!Njk (x)Q   jj
kkB!N (x0)kk1   "=3
4
Q
on Br (x0). By restricting C10 (Rd ! CD) to C10 (Br (x0) ! QCD), we have
inf  (H!N ,g)  c

1 +
1
R

+ (1 + R)2 ¯A2   gjj
¯B   "
4
,
where c is a constant depending only on d, u and ". Since inf (H!N ,g) is continuous
in  and  (H 0,g) = [0, 1), we have

inf
2 supp h

1 +
1
R

c + (1 + R)( ¯A)2   gjj
¯B   "
4

^ 0, 1

 f (H!N ,g) :  2  supp hg.
As in (2.12), we obtain (3.9) by the representation of the spectral set of the ergodic
operators by those of periodic operators (e.g. Theorem (5.33) in [23], §1.4 in [28]).
4. Random magnetic Schrödinger operators with certain scalar potentials
In this section we consider random Schrödinger operators defined by
(4.1) H!,# =
d
X
j=1
(i j + A j (x) + A!j (x))2 + v# (x)
d
X
j=1
(A!j (x))2
on L2(Rd ), where d = 2d 0, A(x) and A!(x) are same as in Section 2 except for that
we do not assume the compactness of the support of the probability density function h
of !(a).  > 0 and # = (#(a))a2Zd is another family of independently and identically
distributed real random variables independent of !. We assume that their distribution
has a C1 density k(s) such that suppk  [0, 1]. v# (x) is the alloy type random potential
defined by using # and a partition of unity as follows:
v
# (x) =
X
a2Zd
#(a)v(x   a),
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where v 2 L1(Rd ! [0, 1]) with a compact support such that  jv 2 L1 for any j =
1, 2, : : : , d, and
P
a2Zd v(x   a)  1. The operator in (4.1) with the domain C10 (Rd )
are known to be essentially self-adjoint on L2(Rd ) (cf. [19]). Accordingly we take the
unique self-adjoint extension, and denote it by the same symbol.
To give Wegner type estimates for these operators, we consider the restriction H!,#L
to L2(3L ) with the Dirichlet boundary condition for each L > 0. We set
K0 =
Z
jk 0(s)j ds, Hp =
Z
jsjph(s) ds and H0p =
Z
jsjpjsh0(s)j ds
for any p  0. Then our Wegner type estimate is stated as follows:
Theorem 6 (Wegner type estimate). (i) We assume supp u is compact and
H ˆd <1. Then there exists a finite constant c depending only on d, diam supp u and
diam supp v such that
(4.2) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,#L )]  cWd (E , Æ, B0, , h, k)L2d
for any L  1, 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < (B0   E)=2, where
Wd (E , Æ, B0, , h, k) =
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd+1

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

H ˆd +H
0
ˆd

.
(ii) We assume H2q <1 for some q  ˆd . Then, for any l 2 N\ (q, ( 1)q=d), there
exists a finite constant c depending only on d, q, l,  and diam supp v such that
(4.3) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,#L )]  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k)1 q=l L2d
for any L  1, 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < (B0   E)=3, where
Wd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k) =
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd+1

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

H ˆd +H
0
ˆd

.
(iii) We assume supp u is compact and supp h  [ 1, 1]. Then, for any q  ˆd and
q < l 2 N, there exists a finite constant c depending only on d, q, l, diam supp u and
diam supp v such that
(4.4) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,#L )]  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k)1 q=l Ld
for any L  1, 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < (B0   E)=3, where
Wd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k)
=
Bd=20 
q (pB0 + ( _ 1))q
(B0   E)q+1 q=l

p
B0
B0   E
_ 1
q(1 1=l)
H0 +
1

q=l
^ 1

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

.
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REMARK 4.1. If supp h  [ 1, 1], Wd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k) is replaced by
Bd=20
(B0   E)1 q=l

(( _ 1) +pB0 )
B0   E
q
H0 +
K0
 ^ 1

.
We use this estimate in the application to the localization (see Theorem 7 (ii) below).
As in previous sections, we can obtain a Hölder estimate of the density of states
N (B), B 2 B(R), of the random Schrödinger operators H!,# defined as a determin-
istic Borel measure such that the Borel measures L d N (  : H!,#L ) on R converges
vaguely to N (  ) as L !1 for almost all !.
Corollary. Under the situation of Theorem 6 (iii), the density of states N (  ) of
the random Schrödinger operators H!,# satisfies
(4.5) N ([E   , E + ])  cWd,q,l (E , Æ, B0, , h, k)1 q=l
for any 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < (B0   E)=3.
As in the last sections, we obtain also the following results on the Anderson lo-
calization:
Theorem 7. (i) In the situation of Theorem 6 (i), for any  > 0, there ex-
ist finite positive constants c1, c2 and c3 depending only on d, , diam supp u and
diam supp v such that 0 <  < B0 and
(4.6)
P

j!(0)j  1
¯A
(
p
B0  
p
B0      )

< (c1 ) ^ c2(1 + B0)
^
8
<
:
c3
0


ˆd+1
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
 (1 +K0=( ^ 1))H ˆd +H0ˆd

1
A

9
=
;
imply the results in Theorem 2 on the interval I = [0, B0    ] for the operator H!,# .
In particular, for any  > 0, there exist a finite positive constant c depending only
on d, , H ˆd , K, diam supp u and diam supp v such that B0  c implies the results in
Theorem 2 on the interval I = [0, B0   B+1=20 ] for the operator H!,# .
(ii) In the situation of Theorem 6 (ii), we assume supp h is compact and  >
(5 + p21)d=2 + 1. Moreover we assume 0 <   1   for simplicity. Then, for any
 > 0, there exist finite positive constants c1, c2, : : : , c6 depending only on d, ,  and
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diam supp v such that 0 <  < B0 and
(4.7)
P

j!(0)j  1

¯A
(
p
B0 
p
B0     )

<
c1
(log(1 + B0))d+
^
c2

(d+)=( 2 d)
^
(
c3


(pB0 + (_ 1))
(d+)=( 1 d))
^
c4
(log (pB0 + (_ 1)))d+
 
^
8
<
:
c5


(pB0 + (_ 1))
c6

 

ˆd
Bd+
ˆd=2
0 
ˆd (H0 +K0=(^ 1))
!(d+)=f( 1 d)2=( 1) 3dg9
=
;
imply the results in Theorem 3 on the interval I = [0, B0   ] for the operator H!,# .
We can construct an example such that the spectrum  (H!,# ) intersects with the
intervals in this theorem as follows:
EXAMPLE 4.1. As in Proposition 2.1, let d = 2, A(x) = ( Bx2=2, Bx1=2) and
u(x) = (0,  (x1) (x2)), where  (t) = 0 for jt j  3=2,  (t) = 1 for jt j  1=2, and  (t) =
(3   2jt j)=2 for 1=2  jt j  3=2. Moreover we assume supp h = R. Then we have
 (H!,# )  [B0
p
#0=(#0 + 1), 1), where #0 = inf supp k. The necessary condition on k
for this is only supp k  [0,1). In particular, we have  (H!,# ) = [0,1) if #0 = 0. In
fact, for any r 2 R,  > 0 and L > 0, the following holds with a positive probability:
j!(a)   ra1j <  and #0  #(a)  #0 +  for any a 2 Z2 \ 3L+2. Then we have
jA!2 (x)  4r x1j  9 on 3L by (2.10) and
(4.8)
X
a12Z
a1 (x1   a1) = 2x1.
Therefore our operator is close to the operator
H =

i1  
B
2
x2
2
+

i2 +
B
2
x1 + 4Rx1
2
+ #(4r x1)2.
The spectrum of this operator is
 (H) = [((B + 4r )2 + #(4r )2)1=2, 1)
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(cf. [20], [21]). Then we can show that the infimum of the spectrum of H!,#L is
in a neighborhood of inf (H) by the min-max principle. Then by the same method as
in Theorem (5.33) of [23], we have inf  (H) 2  (H!,# ). inf  (H) varies over
[B0
p
#0=(#0 + 1), 1) as r varies over R.
We next discuss the proof. For 0  E < B0, we introduce Birman-Schwinger type
operators by
0
!,#
L ,2 = (H 0,0L   E) 1=2(v# (x) + 1)jA!j2(H 0,0L   E) 1=2,(4.9)
0
!
L ,1 = (H 0,0L   E) 1=2
d
X
j=1
f(i j + A j )A!j + A!j (i j + A j )g(H 0,0L   E) 1=2(4.10)
and
0
!,#
L = 0
!,#
L ,2 + 0
!
L ,1.
By the same proof for Lemma 2.1, we have the following:
Lemma 4.1. It holds that
(4.11) N ([E   , E + ] : H!,#L )  N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!,#L )
for any 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < B0   E , where  = =(B0   E).
For Theorem 6 (i), as in [16], we write
(4.12)
N ([1   , 1 + ) :  0!,#L )
= Tr[[1  ,1)( 0!,#L )]  Tr[[1+ ,1)( 0!,#L )]
= Tr[[1+ ,1)( K0!,#L )]  Tr[[1+ ,1)( 0!,#L )],
where, for any interval I , I is its characteristic function and K = (1 + )=(1   ).
Introducing an ordering a(1), a(2), : : : of Zd so that the supremum norm ja( j)j
1
is
an increasing function in j , we define transformations K j , j 2 N, on the probability
space RZd by
(4.13) (K j!)[k] =

K![k] for k < j ,
![k] for k  j ,
where ![k] = !(a(k)). Then we can write as
(4.14) E[N ([1   , 1 + ) :  0!,#L )] =
M(u, L)
X
j=1
I j + I0,
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where M(u, L) is the maximal integer j such that supp u(    a( j)) \3L 6= ;.
I j = E
"
Tr
"
[1+ ,1)
 
 0
K j+1!
L ,1  
0
K j+1!,#
L ,2
K
!
  [1+ ,1)
 
 0
K j!
L ,1  
0
K j!,#
L ,2
K
!##
for j  1 and
I0 = E
"
Tr
"
[1+ ,1)
 
 0
!
L ,1  
0
!,#
L ,2
K
!
  [1+ ,1)( 0!,#L )
##
.
For each j  1, we have
I j = E
"
Z

1
K
h

![ j]
K

  h(![ j])

Tr
"
[1+ ,1)
 
 0
K j!
L ,1  
0
K j!,#
L ,2
K
!#
d![ j]
#
by changing the variable on the probability space. By the positivity of 0K j!,#L ,2 and
Lemma 2.2 (ii), we have
(4.15)
Tr
"
[1+ ,1)
 
 0
K j!
L ,1  
0
K j!,#
L ,2
K
!#
 Tr[[1+ ,1)( 0K j!L ,1 )]



0
K j!
L ,1


ˆd
ˆd  cd
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd
kA!Lk
ˆd
ˆd .
Since
1
K
h

![ j]
K

  h(![ j]) =  
Z 1
1=K
fh(t![ j]) + t![ j]h0(t![ j])g dt ,
we have
jI j j  cd
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd
Z 1
1=K
E

Z
fh(t![ j]) + jt![ j]h0(t![ j])jgkA!Lk ˆdˆd d![ j]

dt .
The expectation in the right hand side is estimated as
(4.16)
E

Z
fh(t![ j]) + jt![ j]h0(t![ j])jgkA!Lk ˆdˆd d![ j]

 (H ˆd +H0ˆd )
Z
3L
 
X
a2Zd
ju(x   a)j
! ˆd
dx  (d ¯A) ˆd (H ˆd +H0ˆd )Ld .
Thus we have
(4.17) jI j j  c(H ˆd +H0ˆd )
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd
(K   1)Ld ,
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where c is a finite constant depending only on d and diam supp u. On the other hand,
by changing the variable on the probability space, we have
I0 = E
" M(v, L)
Y
j=1
Z
d#[ j]K k

K#[ j] + K   1


 
M(v, L)
Y
j=1
Z
d#(a)[ j]k(#[ j])
!
Tr[[1+ ,1)( 0!,#L )]
#
,
where #[ j] = #(a( j)) and M(v, L) is the maximal integer j such that supp v(    a( j))\
3L 6= ;. Since
K k

K#[ j] + K   1


  k(#[ j])
=
Z K
1

k

t#[ j] + t   1


+ t

#[ j] + 1


k 0

t#[ j] + t   1


dt ,
we have
(4.18) jI0j  cH ˆd

1 +
K0
 _ 1

B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd
(K   1)L2d ,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d, diam supp u and diam supp v. By all
these, we can complete the proof of Theorem 6 (i).
For Theorem 6 (ii), we introduce a smooth function  on R such that 0    1,
 = 0 on ( 1, 1 + ] and  = 1 on [K(1  ), 1), where K = (1 + )=(1  2). Then
we obtain
(4.19) N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!,#L )  Tr[( K0!,#L )]  Tr[( 0!,#L )].
As in Lemma 2.4 of [30], we have
E[Tr[( K0!,#L )]] = limj!1 E

Tr


 
 0
K j!
L ,1   0
K j!,#
L ,2
Æ
K

,
where K j is the transformation on the probability space defined as in (4.13) using K
instead of K . Therefore we obtain
(4.20) E[N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!,#L )] 
1
X
j=1
I j + I0,
where
I j = E

Tr


 
 0
K j+1!
L ,1   0
K j+1!,#
L ,2
Æ
K

  Tr


 
 0
K j!
L ,1   0
K j!,#
L ,2
Æ
K

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for j  1 and
I0 = E[Tr[( 0!L ,1   0!,#L ,2 =K)]  Tr[( 0!,#L )]].
We here note that (4.16) holds even if ˆd is replaced by any q  1. Moreover we
have the following more general estimate:
(4.21) E

Z
R
kAk(!)Lkqq ˜h(!(a)) d!(a)

 (d ¯A)q Ld
Z
R
jk(s)jq ˜h(s) ds
for any q  1 and k 2 C(R ! R), where ˜h is an integrable function such that
˜h  h, and
Ak(!)(x) =
X
a2Zd
k(!(a))u(x   a).
In fact we can show this estimate as in (4.16) if q is an integer. Then the general case
is treated by the Stein interpolation theorem (cf. [25] Theorem IX.21).
By using (4.21) as in (4.18), we have
(4.22) jI0j  cHq

1 +
K0
 _ 1

B(d+q)=20
(B0   E)q
(K  1)L2d
for any q  ˆd , where c is a finite constant depending only on d, , q and supp v. On
the other hand, as in Lemma 2.4, we have
(4.23)
I j =  E

Z

1
K
h

![ j]
K

  h(![ j])

 Tr


 
 0
K j!
L ,1   0
K j!,#
L ,2
Æ
K

  
 
 0
K
0
j!
L ,1   0
K
0
j!,#
L ,2 =K

d![ j]

,
where
(K0j!)[k] =
(K j!)[k] for k 6= j ,
0 for k = j .
As in Lemma 2.4, we apply the theory of the spectral shift functions to obtain
(4.24) jI j j 
c(K  1)Bd=20 Ldf( + 1)q (H2q +H02q ) + Bq=20 (Hq +H0q )g

q=l (B0   E)q (1 + dist(a( j), 3L ))( 1)q=l
for any j 2 N, where c is a finite constant depending only on d, q,  and l. By (4.22)
and (4.24), we obtain Theorem 6 (ii).
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For Theorem 6 (iii), we use the bound by the summation (4.20) and the repre-
sentation (4.23), and apply the theory of the spectral shift functions as above. In this
case we use also the calculation of commutators in [12] as in the proof of Lemma 2.6.
Then we obtain
(4.25) jI j j  cH0
(K  1)Bd=20 ( ¯A)q (
p
B0 + ( + 1) ¯A)q

q=l (B0   E)q

p
B0
B0   E
_ 1
q(1 1=l)
,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d, q, l and diam supp u. Moreover we
apply the same theories to I0:
I0 =
m(v, L)
X
j=1
J j ,
where
J j = E

Tr


 
 0
!,(K) j+1(#)
L

  Tr


 
 0
!,(K) j (#)
L

and (K) j , j 2 N, are the transformations on RZd defined by
f(K) j (#)g[k] =
(#[k] + 1 K)=K for k < j ,
(#)[k] for k  j .
By changing the variables, we rewrite as
J j = E

Z

Kk

K#[ j] + K  1


  k(#[ j])

 Tr


 
 0
!,(K) j (#)
L

  
 
 0
!,(K)0j (#)
L

d#[ j]

,
where
f(K)0j (#)g[k] =
(K)0j (#)g[k] for k 6= j ,
0 for k = j .
By the same estimate for I j , we obtain
(4.26)
jJ j j  c
K  1

q=l

1 +
K0
 _ 1

Bd=20 ( ¯A)q (
p
B0 + ( + 1) ¯A)q
(q=l _ 1)(B0   E)q

p
B0
B0   E
_ 1
q(1 1=l)
,
where c is a finite constant depending only on d, q, l and diam supp v. By (4.25)
and (4.26), we obtain Theorem 6 (iii).
We next proceed to the proof of Theorem 7. To prove (i), we take I0, eI0 and
H!L ,x as [0, B0    ], [0, B0   =2) and H!,#L ,x , respectively, in Proposition 2.2. Then
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the assumptions in that proposition are satisfied with  = diam supp u _ diam supp v,
b = 2, h = 1, 0 = =6, v = 1,  = c1(1 +
p
B0 ) and CW = c2
(1 + K0=( ^ 1)H ˆd +
H0
ed
	
B(d+
ed)=2
0
Æ

ed+1
, where c1 and c2 are finite constants depending only on d,
diam supp u and diam supp v. Then we have only to show the corresponding (2.32)
for E0 = B0    , some  > 4d and L 2 6N greater than the right hand side of the
corresponding (2.33). As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that (4.6) is a suf-
ficient condition. The second statement of (i) is proved by applying pB0 
p
B0    
=(2pB0 ) and the Chebyshev inequality P(j!(0)j  )  E[j!(0)j ˆd ]= ˆd to the left hand
side of (4.6).
We next consider the situation of Theorem 7 (ii). As in the proof of Theorem 3
and Theorem 5 (ii), we apply the theory of Kirsch, Stollmann and Stolz [15]. Lem-
ma 3.6 is modified as follows:
Lemma 4.2. We assume (2.3) for some  > d + 1. If L  2 diam supp v and
(!, #) = (!0, # 0) on 32L , then we have
(4.27)  j (H!,#L )   j (H!
0
,#
0
L ) +
c
L 1 d

q
 j (H!
0
,#
0
L ) + 

 +
1
L 1 d

for any j 2 N, where  j (H!,#L ) is the j-th eigenvalue of H!,#L including the multi-
plicity, and c is a finite constant depending only on d and . Moreover, if  > d + 2
and L  c01=( 2 d), then we have
(4.28)  j (H!,#L )   j (H!
0
,#
0
L ) 
c
L 1 d

q
 j (H!
0
,#
0
L ) + 

,
where c0 is a finite constant depending only on d and .
By this lemma, we see that
j j (H!,#L )   j (H!
0
,#
0
L )j 
c1(
p
B0 + ( _ 1))
L 1 d
holds in the situation of Lemma 4.2, if  j (H!,#L )^ j (H!
0
,#
0
L )  B0. Therefore we
dominate the probability (2.41) where H!L ,x , H!L 0,x 0 , I (H!L ,x ) and 4 are replaced by
H!,#L ,x , H
!,#
0
L 0,x 0 , I (H!,#L ,x ) =  (H!,#L ,x )\ [0, B0   + (
p
B0 + (_ 1))=(2L 1 d )]
and (pB0 + ( _ 1))=(L ^ L 0) 1 d , respectively. The rest of the proof is same as
in [15] and the last sections.
5. Gaussian random vector potentials
In this section we consider the random magnetic Schrödinger operator (4.1) where
the random vector potential A!(x) is an Rd -valued stationary ergodic Gaussian random
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field with mean zero and the covariance  jk(x) = E[A!j (x)A!k (0)] represented as
 jk(x) =
r
X
=1
Z

j

(x + y) k

(y) dy
for some complex valued C s functions  j

(x), 0  j  d, 1    r , on Rd with com-
pact support and s  d + 3. Then our Wegner type estimate is the following:
Theorem 8 (Wegner type estimate). There exists a finite constant c depending
only on d,  and diam supp v such that
(5.1) E[N ([E   , E + ] : H!,#L )]  cWd,s(E , B0, , K0)1 d=s L2d
for any L  1, 0  E < B0 and 0 <  < (B0   E)=3, where
Wd,s(E , B0, , K0) =
B(d+
ˆd)=2
0
(B0   E) ˆd+1 d=s

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

1 +
 _ 1
p
B0
( ˆd+1)d=s
.
By using this estimate and Germinet and Klein theory [11] as in the last sections,
we have the following result on the Anderson localization:
Theorem 9. For any  > 0, there exist a finite positive constant c depending only
on d, , , , K0 and diam supp v such that B0  c implies the results in Theorem 2
on the interval I = [0, B0   B+1=20 ] for the operator H!,# .
To prove Theorem 8, we use the following representation in Lemma 2.2 in [30]:
Lemma 5.1. The Gaussian random field A!(x) is represented as
(5.2) A!j (x) =
2r
X
=1
X
a2Zd
W!
,ae,a, j (x)
in L p(3L) for any 1  p <1, where fW!
,ag12r ,a2Zd is a family of independently
and identically distributed random variables with the standard normal distribution and
e
,a, j , 1    2r , a 2 Zd , 1  j  d, are Rd -valued C s functions such that, for any
0  l  s,
(5.3) sup
x23L
jr
le
,a, j (x)j  cLs l d=2jajl s
1
,
where c is some finite constant depending only on the covariance .
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By this lemma, we can treat the Gaussian random field similarly as the alloy type
random potential whose single site potentials have noncompact supports. Therefore we
can give a Wegner type estimate similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6 (ii). We esti-
mate the each term of the bound by the summation
(5.4) E[N ([1   , 1 + ] :  0!,#L )] 
1
X
j=1
I j + I0,
corresponding to (4.20), where ![ j] is identified with W!
( j ),a( j ) and (( j), a( j)), j =
1, 2, : : : , is an ordering of f1, 2, : : : , 2rgZd such that ja( j)j
1
is an increasing function
in j . We here use the estimate
(5.5) E[kAK j!Lkqq jW!,ajr ]  cj(0)j(q+r )=2 Ld
for any q  1, r  0, j 2 N,  2 f1, 2, : : : , 2rg, a 2 Zd and K  4, where j(0)j is
a norm of the matrix (0) and c is a finite constant depending only on q, r and d.
Similarly we have
(5.6) E[kAK0j!Lkqq jW!,ajr ]  cj(0)j(q+r )=2 Ld .
Then, as in (4.22) and (4.24), we have
(5.7) jI0j  c1

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

B(d+q)=20
(B0   E)q
(K  1)L2d
and
(5.8) jI j j 
c2 B
d=2
0 (( + 1)q + Bq=20 )(K  1)Ld+(s d=2)q=l

q=l (B0   E)q (ja( j)j1 _ 1)qs=l
,
where c1 and c2 are finite constants depending only on d, , q, l and diam supp v.
However the bound of (5.8) is unnecessarily big for small j . Thus we use this bound
only for the terms I j satisfying
ja( j)j
1

( _ 1 +pB0)l=s L1 d=(2s)
Bl=(2s)0 1=s
and use the simpler bound
(5.9) jI j j 
c3 B
(d+q)=2
0 (K  1)Ld
(B0   E)q
,
for the other terms, where c3 is a finite constant depending only on d,  and q. The
bound (5.9) is obtained as in (4.17). In the obtained bound, the dependence on B0 and
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 is better for smaller l and q. Accordingly we take q = ˆd and l = ˆd + 1. Then we
obtain Theorem 8.
To prove Theorem 9, we take I0, eI0 and H!L ,x in Proposition 2.2 as in the last
section. Then the assumptions in that proposition are satisfied with  = diam supp  _
diam supp v, b = 2, h = 1  d=s, 0 = =6, v = 1,  = c1(1 +
p
B0) and
CW = c2

1 +
K0
 ^ 1

1 +
 _ 1
p
B0
d( ˆd+1)=s B(d+
ˆd)=2
0

ˆd+1 d=s
,
where c1 and c2 are finite constants depending only on d,  and diamsuppv. Then we
have only to show the corresponding (2.32) for E0 = B0    , some  > 4d=(1   d=s)
and some L greater than the right hand side of the corresponding (2.33). The corre-
sponding (2.32) is reduced to (2.39) as in Section 2. We now use the following lemma
by Fischer, Leschke and Müller [9], which is based on Fernique’s theorem [8]:
Lemma 5.2 (Lemma 5.3 in [9]). There exists a positive finite constant L0 =
L0( j j (0), kr j jk1) such that
P

sup
x23L
jA!j (x)j  

 22(d+1) exp

 

2
200 j j (0) log L

for any L  L0 and   0.
By this lemma, (2.39) is reduced to
p
B0  
p
B0     c3
p
log L + f ( , L),
where c3 is a finite positive constant depending only on d and . Since
p
B0 
p
B0    
=(2pB0) and f ( , L) decays as L!1, this condition is reduced to
(5.10)   c4
p
B0 log L,
where c4 is a finite positive constant appending only on d,  and  . By substituting
the bound of L given by the corresponding (2.33) to the right hand side of (5.10), we
obtain the condition in terms of  and B0. However since the bound appears in the
order of the logarithm in (5.10), we easily see from (5.10) that  = B+1=20 and B0  c5
constitute a sufficient condition, where c5 is a finite constant depending only on d, ,
, K0, diam supp v,  and .
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